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Selective attention to speech versus nonspeech signals in complex
auditory input could produce top-down modulation of cortical
regions previously linked to perception of spoken, and even visual,
words. To isolate such top-down attentional effects, we contrasted
2 equally challenging active listening tasks, performed on the same
complex auditory stimuli (words overlaid with a series of 3 tones).
Instructions required selectively attending to either the speech
signals (in service of rhyme judgment) or the melodic signals (tone-
triplet matching). Selective attention to speech, relative to attention
to melody, was associated with blood oxygenation level--dependent
(BOLD) increases during functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) in left inferior frontal gyrus, temporal regions, and the visual
word form area (VWFA). Further investigation of the activity in
visual regions revealed overall deactivation relative to baseline rest
for both attention conditions. Topographic analysis demonstrated
that while attending to melody drove deactivation equivalently
across all fusiform regions of interest examined, attending to speech
produced a regionally specific modulation: deactivation of all
fusiform regions, except the VWFA. Results indicate that selective
attention to speech can topographically tune extrastriate cortex,
leading to increased activity in VWFA relative to surrounding regions,
in line with the well-established connectivity between areas related
to spoken and visual word perception in skilled readers.
Keywords: complex sounds, fusiform gyrus, pure-tone judgment, rhyming,
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Introduction
Speech perception often occurs in a densely cluttered, rapidly
changing acoustic environment, where multiple sounds vie for
attention. Thus, successful communication relies on focusing
selectively on the relevant auditory attributes while ﬁltering
out the irrelevant inputs. Despite the importance of such
cognitive processes in ecologically valid settings, the role of
attention is often overlooked in investigations and theories of
speech perception. It has been generally established that
focusing attention on a particular input modality, a spatial
location, or a given set of target features modulates cortical
activity such that task-relevant representations are enhanced at
the expense of irrelevant ones (e.g., Hillyard et al. 1973; Haxby
et al. 1994; Luck and Hillyard 1995; Laurienti et al. 2002; Foxe
and Simpson 2005). The importance of bottom-up (input-
driven) and top-down (schema-driven) attentional interactions
for complex auditory scene analysis has been well-documented
outside the realm of speech processing (Bregman 1990). The
early sensory mechanisms at play when directing auditory
attention based on spatial and nonspatial cues have also been
mapped (recently reviewed in Fritz et al. 2007). Yet, the role of
top-down attention in shaping cortical responses speciﬁcally
during speech perception remains to be isolated.
Many investigations have focused on manipulations of
bottom-up stimulus properties in order to dissociate cortical
areas critical for the processing of speech versus well-
controlled nonspeech sounds (e.g., Binder et al. 2000). Studies
of this kind have commonly linked speech perception
functions to activations in temporal cortical regions, such as
superior and middle temporal gyri, as well as inferior frontal
areas (for review, see Demonet et al. 2005). However, differ-
ences between speech and nonspeech signals with respect to
particular acoustic properties and complexity can result in
stimulus-driven effects that will be intricately confounded with
contrasts between linguistic and nonlinguistic processes, as
these may, or may not, engage top-down mechanisms in the
same fashion. Therefore, inferring speciﬁc associations be-
tween functional regions in the brain and top-down attentional
processes requires experimentally manipulating the form of
processing that is voluntarily carried out on identical stimuli.
One elegant solution to fully equating acoustic variation
capitalizes on the fact that synthetic sine-wave syllable
analogues are typically perceived as nonspeech at ﬁrst, but
after sufﬁcient exposure or debrieﬁng, come to be perceived as
intelligible speech (Dehaene-Lambertz et al. 2005). Neuro-
imaging investigations using such sine-wave analogues have
recently provided evidence for distinct cortical responses in
left posterior temporal regions when experiencing the same
stimuli initially as nonspeech versus subsequently as speech
(Dehaene-Lambertz et al. 2005; Dufor et al. 2007). Although
valuable, this experimental paradigm poses certain limitations
to elucidating the role of top-down attention during speech
perception. First, the intrinsic salience and semantic interpret-
ability characteristic of naturally produced words are largely
discounted in sine-wave syllable analogues. Moreover, the
simple discrimination tasks employed so far do not explicitly
control processing demands, thus task difﬁculty and degree of
top-down linguistic focus might vary drastically between the 2
conditions, which, in turn, would affect the proﬁle of cortical
responses before versus after the subjects’ switch to speech
mode. Finally, the inherently unidirectional nature of the
debrieﬁng procedure (from nonspeech to speech) restricts
this approach in its utility as a tool for investigating top-down
attention to linguistic content via repeated, within-subject
measures using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).
The central aim of the present study is to differentiate the
cortical effects of top-down attention to linguistic versus
equally challenging nonlinguistic aspects of auditory input.
Attentional processes are best manifested and investigated in
the presence of conﬂict and the need for selection (Desimone
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and Duncan 1995). Here these demands are increased by
presenting complex chimeric auditory stimuli that consist of
auditory words overlaid with tone triplets, under task
conditions necessitating selective auditory attention to 1 of
the 2 dimensions, while disregarding the other. The chimeric
nature of the stimuli allows holding constant bottom-up stim-
ulus properties, while contrasting 2 active listening processing
goals (rhyming versus tone-triplet judgment task) that focus
attention on linguistic versus nonlinguistic (melodic) content,
respectively. Linguistic processing in the current study is
probed via demanding rhyming judgments that require at-
tention to relatively ﬁne-grained phonetic contrasts in the
presence of acoustically similar distractors. According to some
theorists this type of attention to segmental detail may tap
orthographic knowledge in addition to, or in lieu of, the more
holistic processing typical of normal speech perception (Faber
1992; Port 2007). One striking piece of evidence supporting
this view comes from studies of illiterate adults who have no
observable difﬁculty with verbal communication yet are grossly
impaired at tasks that require treating speech sounds as
individual segments (Morais et al. 1986).
Thus, an additional aim of this study is to examine how
selective attentional focus on the phonological aspects of
auditory words instantiated by these rhyming judgments would
affect activity of extrastriate regions, which are typically
engaged in visual processing of written words. It has often
been proposed that in the process of acquiring literacy
(Bradley and Bryant 1983) representations related to the visual
and spoken word forms come to inﬂuence one another in
a form of interactive activation (McClelland and Rumelhart
1981; Seidenberg and McClelland 1989; Grainger and Ferrand
1996). In support of this notion, auditory rhyming judgment
experiments (Seidenberg and Tanenhaus 1979) have shown
behaviorally that arriving at a decision that 2 auditory words
rhyme is faster when the pairs are orthographically similar (e.g.,
pie-tie) than when they are orthographically dissimilar (e.g.,
rye-tie); conversely, rejecting nonrhyming auditory pairs that
have overlapping spelling patterns (e.g., couch-touch) increases
response latencies. Notably, in both cases no visual print is
presented and spelling information does little to beneﬁt
rhyming judgment performance because consideration of
spelling would just as likely lead to the correct response as
to the incorrect response.
More recently, neuroimaging investigations have identiﬁed
regions of the extrastriate visual system linked to processing
orthographic aspects of visual word forms. In particular,
a region in the left mid-fusiform gyrus (FG) has been termed
the visual word form area (VWFA) (McCandliss et al. 2003a;
Cohen and Dehaene 2004) owing to its important role in
bottom-up perceptual encoding of orthographic properties
of letter strings. Passive presentation of auditory words typi-
cally does not recruit this area (Cohen et al. 2004). Linguistic
processing demands, however, might modulate VWFA activity
in a top-down fashion (Demonet et al. 1994; Booth et al. 2002;
Bitan et al. 2005) pointing to an integrative function of the
VWFA as an interface between visual word form features and
additional representations associated with auditory words
(Schlaggar and McCandliss 2007). Differential cortical activity
in left occipito-temporal regions during demanding auditory
linguistic tasks has been previously reported (Demonet et al.
1994; Booth et al. 2002; Bitan et al. 2005; Cone et al. 2008).
Notably, since these studies were not focused on investigating
the role of selective attention, the experimental design and
contrasts were not aimed at ruling out the possibility that the
observed effects were associated with differences in bottom-up
stimulation or general processing difﬁculty (as operationalized
by performance measures), both known to affect activity in the
VWFA (Booth et al. 2003; Binder et al. 2006).
The present study seeks to isolate top-down focus on
linguistic aspects of auditory words by controlling for confound-
ing factors (stimulation type and differences in the overall level
of attentional demands) in order to test the hypothesis that
selective auditory attention to language modulates responses in
cortical regions involved in speech processing. We also
hypothesize that top-down activation of phonological aspects
of auditory words and their associated orthographic visual
representations modulates BOLD activity in the VWFA. One
approach to examining such effects is regarding the VWFA in
isolation, considering only how activation within this region is
modulated relative to a control condition, independent of the
activity levels in surrounding extrastriate regions. Alternatively,
as employed in the current paper, the top-down attentional
effect could be investigated across regions assessing VWFA
activity relative to neighboring extrastriate activity in a topo-
graphic fashion (Haxby et al. 1994).
Methods
Participants
Twelve healthy, right-handed, native English-speaking volunteers
(mean age: 27.2 years, range: 24.8--30.2; 5 women) took part in the
study. All subjects had normal vision, hearing, and reading abilities (Age-
based Relative Proﬁciency Index for Basic Reading Skill cluster: average
98/90, minimum 96/90; Woodcock et al. 2001). All participants were
fully briefed and provided written informed consent. Ethical approval
was granted by the Institutional Review Board of the Weill Medical
College of Cornell University. All experiments were conducted in
accordance with the guidelines of the Code of Ethics of the World
Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki; 18 July 1964).
Stimuli
An auditory word (mean duration = 479 ms, SD = 63) was
simultaneously presented with a tone triplet (total duration 475 ms)
to form a chimeric word/tone stimulus (Fig. 1). Stimulus presentation
was controlled by E-prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.,
Pittsburgh, PA).
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of an active task trial, including spectrograms of 2
example stimuli. Each chimeric auditory stimulus (mean duration 5 475 ms)
consisted of a spoken English word presented simultaneously with a tone-triplet
(a series of 3 pure tones, see the 3 horizontal bars in each spectrogram). One such
stimulus was followed shortly (100 ms) by a second stimulus. Based on the
preceding instructions, participants performed either a rhyming judgment task on the
word pair (e.g., /peel/ and /meal/ rhyme), or a tone-triplet matching task on the pair
of tone-triplets (e.g., the tone-triplets are not identical). After the presentation of the
stimulus pair (total duration 5 1200 ms, silent gaps pre- and poststimulus ~total
540 ms), a functional scan was acquired (clustered acquisition time ~1260 ms).
Example stimuli in mp3 format can be accessed online in Supplementary Materials.
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Auditory Words
A set of 256 different auditory words, each belonging to 1 of 32 rhyme
‘‘families’’ (example of a rhyme family: lane, crane, stain, train) was
compiled. Each word was presented twice over the course of the
experiment: once as a member of rhyming word pair and once as a
member of a nonrhyming word pair. No heterographic homophones
were included in the experimental lists, thus each auditory word was
associated with a unique spelling. Two independent native English-
speaking raters listened to the auditory stimuli while transcribing each
word. Exact spelling match accuracy for the entire set of experimental
stimuli ranged from 96.9 to 97.7%. Participants in the fMRI study heard
stimuli from half of the rhyming families in the context of the rhyme
focus condition and the other half in the melodic focus condition
(counterbalanced across subjects).
Tones
A sequence of 3 unique pure tones constituted a tone-triplet. Pure
tones corresponded to D, E, F#, G, A, B, or C# on the D major equal-
tempered scale, and ranged in pitch from 1174.66 to 2217.46 Hz.
Procedure
Prior to the scanning session participants practiced the melodic focus
task on a separate set of chimeric word/tone stimuli in a staircase
test that progressively reduced tone amplitude while holding word
amplitude constant. The sound amplitude level at which a subject
reached an accuracy threshold of 90% on 2 consecutive 10-trial
sessions was set as the stimulus presentation level during scanning.
fMRI Tasks
In the scanner, 2 tasks were performed on the same auditory chimeric
word/tone stimuli as a 2-alternative forced choice decision: 1) in the
rhyme focus condition participants judged whether the words in
the stimulus pair rhymed; and 2) in the melodic focus condition
whether the tone-triplet pairs were the same or not. In order to
maximize the need for intensive phonological processing in the rhyme
focus condition, nonrhyming trials were comprised of close distractors
(distractors that shared either identical vowels and ended in phonolog-
ically similar consonants, or shared phonologically similar vowels and
ended in identical consonants, e.g., blaze vs. noise). In order to promote
intensive melodic analysis in the melodic focus condition, nonmatching
tone-triplets were constructed by reversing the order of the second and
third tones of the triplet. To ensure that rhyming decisions were based
on acoustic/phonological attributes rather than spelling associations, half
of all rhyme targets and distractors shared spellings of rhymes, whereas
the other half did not (Seidenberg and Tanenhaus 1979). Eight runs (4
rhyme focus and 4 melodic focus tasks, alternating) were completed in
the scanner. A run consisted of 9 blocks (each block lasting 24 s): 4
active blocks of the same active task, alternating with 5 ﬁxation ‘‘rest’’
blocks (the ﬁrst block in a run being ‘‘rest’’). Each active block contained
8 trials. Each trial lasted 3 s in the following sequence: 190 ms silence,
1200 ms on average of auditory stimulus pair presentation (ﬁrst and
second stimuli in a pair were separated by a ﬁxed 100 ms silent gap), 350
ms silence, and 1260 ms clustered image acquisition.
Memory Test
Following the functional scans, participants were presented with
a surprise word visual recognition test to assess the relative inﬂuence of
the 2 focus conditions on memories for phonological rhyme in-
formation. Twenty-ﬁve target words were chosen from the rhyme focus
condition and 25 words were chosen from the tone focus condition.
Each attentional focus condition involved multiple words selected from
a rhyme family uniquely assigned to that condition (counterbalanced
across subjects), thus allowing the matching of each target to a novel
distractor item that shared this unique rhyme information. This
resulted in 25 novel distractors from the rhyme family presented in
the rhyme focus condition and 25 novel distractors from the rhyme
family presented in the melodic focus condition. Note that matching
distractor items for rhyme-level information that was presented
multiple times within each attentional focus condition likely increases
the subjective familiarity of these distractor items, as it presents
conditions known to induce false memories (Deese 1959; Sommers and
Lewis 1999). Thus, although the design of this memory test provides
a potentially sensitive assay of differential processing of phonological
rhyme information during the rhyme focus versus the melodic focus
conditions, the choice of the distractor items (containing repeatedly
presented rhyme information) likely diminishes this assay’s sensitivity
at the item-speciﬁc word level.
Data Acquisition
Functional (and structural) magnetic resonance imaging was performed
with a GE 3 Tesla scanner equipped with an 8-channel head coil. High-
resolution, T1-weighted anatomical reference images were obtained
using a 3D magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo
(MPRAGE) sequence. Functional T2*-weighted imaging used a spiral in-
out sequence (Glover and Law 2001) with the following parameters:
TR = 3 s, TE = 30 ms, ﬂip angle = 90, FOV = 22 cm, matrix = 64 3 64, 5
mm slice thickness, gap = 1 mm. Using a clustered acquisition protocol
allowed stimulus presentation in the quiet gaps (TA = 1.26 s) when the
acoustic scanner noise was absent. Sixteen oblique slices (anterior
commissure/posterior commissure aligned) were acquired per volume,
fully covering occipital and temporal cortices in each participant, with
a maximal superior extent of the group average of z = 30. Each
functional run lasted 228 s during which 76 volumes were collected.
Data Analysis
Behavioral measures: reaction times (RTs) for correct trials (reported in
ms from the onset of the second stimulus of a pair) and accuracy (%
correct responses) were analyzed to assess processing difﬁculty in the
2 attentional focus conditions. RTs greater than 2 SDs from the mean
(M) for each task in each subject were excluded to minimize the
inﬂuence of outliers.
Imaging data were analyzed using SPM2 (http://www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.
uk/spm/software) in 3 major stages: preprocessing to retrieve
functional data and map subjects into a common stereo-tactic space,
whole-brain statistical parametric mapping, and region of interest (ROI)
analyses. After discarding the ﬁrst 4 images of each session to allow for
T1 equilibrium, slice-timing correction was applied to account for the
fact that slices were acquired in a ﬁxed order during the 1.26 s TA in
each 3 s TR. Next, to correct for subtle head movements, image
realignment was performed, generating a set of realignment parameters
for each run and a mean functional image, which was used to coregister
functional scans to participant’s structural scan. Finally, images were
normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152-mean
brain, and smoothed with a 9-mm full-width half-maximum isotropic
Gaussian ﬁlter, followed by re-sampling into isometric 23232 mm
voxels. A 2-level statistical analysis approach was applied. Correct and
incorrect trials from each focus condition were modeled separately.
Reported results are based on correct trials only. Condition effects in
each participant were estimated using a general linear model after
convolving the onset of each trial type with a canonical hemodynamic
function, including the realignment parameters as covariates. Statistical
parametric maps were computed for each contrast of interest (the
correct trials for each condition), and these contrast maps were entered
into a second-level model treating individual subjects as a random
effect. Statistical signiﬁcance threshold in the whole-brain analysis was
set to false discovery rate (Fdr) corrected P < 0.05. Considering our
a priori interest in modulations of the VWFA, in light of the exploratory
ﬁnding of extensive deactivations across extrastriate cortex, we next
conducted ROI analyses of FG to assess the relationship between the
attentional modulation and regional patterns of deactivation.
ROI Selection and Regional Quantiﬁcation of FG Activity
We performed a regional analysis of FG to further investigate the
pattern of extrastriate deactivation and to directly test whether
differential deactivations across fusiform regions reﬂect regionally
speciﬁc effects as opposed to mere thresholding differences. Motivated
by ﬁndings suggesting functionally signiﬁcant anterior--posterior
gradients in FG that differ across hemispheres (Vinckier et al. 2007;
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Brem et al. 2009), and following the report of differential activity when
subdividing the FG into non-overlapping anterior, middle, and posterior
ROIs (Xue and Poldrack 2007), we constructed a matrix of fusiform
ROIs deﬁned based on anatomical considerations. First, the FG was
divided into 3 portions that spanned equidistantly along the anterior--
posterior axis. Using the population-based probabilistic maps provided
by the SPM Anatomy toolbox v1.6 (Eickhoff et al. 2005, 2007), the
anterior--posterior extent of the FG was identiﬁed based on the points
producing 0% probability of designation to neighboring regions (i.e.,
y = –32 to y = –86). The automated anatomical labeling (AAL) left and
right FG templates (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002) were then separately
subjected to conjunction with 1 of 3 boxes (each spanning equi-
distantly on the y = –32 to y = –86 extent while covering the fusiform
range on the x- and z-axes), thus subdividing it into an anterior, a
middle, and a posterior fusiform portion. For each of these portions the
center of mass was computed providing a center for an ROI: left
anterior (–31.0, –41.7, –18.2), left middle (–34.7, –58.2, –14.8), left
posterior (–30.4, –75.2, –13.6); right anterior (34.4, –41.2, –18.1), right
middle (33.2, –58.4, –14.3), right posterior (30.4, –74.6, –12.4). Next, we
created identically sized spherical ROIs. The radius of the spheres was
established empirically as 8 mm: the value that provided the maximally
sized non-overlapping spheres for each of the six ROIs. This resulting
anatomical segregation is in general agreement with the fusiform
coverage and functional distinctions suggested by reports of activations
across the fusiform visual word form system using different stimulus
characteristics and paradigms (Vinckier et al. 2007; Xue and Poldrack
2007; Brem et al. 2009). MarsBar (Brett et al. 2002) was used to extract
data from the voxels speciﬁed within each ROI in the form of average
percent signal change from rest for each active condition (i.e., rhyme
focus, melodic focus) for each subject. All reported coordinates are in
MNI stereotactic space.
Results
Behavioral Performance
No signiﬁcant behavioral differences between the rhyme and
melodic focus conditions were present based on in-scanner
reaction time and accuracy measures. Both accuracy (rhyme:
M = 85.10%, SD = 7.62 vs. melodic focus: M = 89.16%, SD = 6.33:
t11 = 1.76, P = 0.21) and reaction times (rhyme: M = 880.16 ms,
SD = 131.51 vs. melodic focus: M = 857.24 ms, SD = 120.07: t11 =
1.56, P = 0.24) were comparable between the 2 conditions.
Additional behavioral analyses were conducted to investigate
the extent to which to-be-attended versus to-be-ignored
stimulus information inﬂuenced decision making. These
analyses contrasted performance on trials in which the content
to be ignored led to a congruent response (i.e., rhyming and
tone-triplet judgment led to the same response) with trials
leading to an incongruent (opposite) response. Within each
focus condition, a t-test revealed no signiﬁcant effect of
congruency on accuracy (rhyming task: t11 = 0.002, P = 0.97,
tone task: t11 = 0.01, P = 0.91) or reaction times (rhyming task:
t11 = 0.03, P = 0.86, tone task: t11 = 0.05, P = 0.82).
An analysis of response latencies in the rhyme focus
condition examined the potential interaction between rhym-
ing/nonrhyming words pairs and congruent/incongruent asso-
ciated word spellings originally reported by Seidenberg and
Tanenhaus (1979). A 2 3 2 ANOVA of reaction times with
factors rhyming (rhyming, nonrhyming) and spelling (congru-
ent, incongruent) did indeed reveal an interaction in the
predicted direction, with relatively faster responses for rhyme
trials sharing spellings and relatively slower responses for
nonrhyme trials with similar spellings, but this effect fell short
of signiﬁcance (F1,11 = 2.92, P = 0.12).
Finally, performance on the post-scan surprise memory test
was used to assess whether participants attended to phono-
logical rhyme information more under the rhyme focus task
than under the melodic focus task. When recognition
responses were analyzed at the level of word-speciﬁc in-
formation, by contrasting target words presented in the scan
with distractor words selected from the same rhyme families,
in line with previous work on phonological false memories
(e.g., Sommers and Lewis 1999), no signiﬁcant differences
appeared for items associated with either attention condition
(rhyme focus d# = 0.24 vs. melodic focus d# = –0.04: t11 = 1.55,
P = 0.15). However, when responses were analyzed at the level
of phonological rhyme information, differential results emerged
across the 2 attention conditions. Because nonoverlapping
rhyme families were assigned to each of the attention
conditions, and distractor items were selected from these
segregated rhyme families, it was possible to collapse over
target and distractor items to examine whether memory test
items were more likely to be endorsed as ‘‘recognized’’ when
they shared the phonological rhyme information presented
under one attention condition versus the other. Memory test
items selected from rhyme families assigned to the rhyme focus
condition were more likely to be scored as recognized than
corresponding memory test items selected from rhyme families
assigned to the melodic focus condition (t11 = 5.36, P <
0.0005). Across targets and distractors combined, items that
shared phonological rhyme information with words presented
in the rhyme focus condition accounted for 65.0% of all
endorsements versus 35.0% for the melodic focus condition.
Further, speciﬁcally examining erroneous endorsements of
distractor items also revealed a signiﬁcant effect of attention
condition (t11 = 3.70, P < 0.005). Distractor words selected
from rhyme families assigned to the rhyme focus condition
accounted for 61.3% of all erroneous endorsements versus
38.7% for the melodic focus condition. These 2 sets of results
support the claim that phonological rhyme information was
processed to a greater extent in the rhyme focus condition
than in the melodic focus condition.
fMRI Results
First, via whole-brain analysis we examined BOLD responses
during the active task (collapsed across condition) relative to
rest. We then identiﬁed regions that were differentially active
in the rhyme versus melodic focus. Second, to characterize the
impact of the 2 focus conditions on activity in extrastriate
visual regions, ROI-based topographical analyses of percent
signal change (for each active condition versus rest) were
conducted across 6 anatomically deﬁned ROIs in the FG. This
test provided an analysis of each active condition versus rest
within every fusiform ROI as well as a topographical analysis of
relative signal change between different ROIs.
Whole-Brain Analysis. We ﬁrst examined the pattern of BOLD
responses collapsed over the 2 focus conditions to establish
that the densely clustered acquisition protocol successfully
activated auditory regions. Results generally replicated pre-
vious ﬁndings of extensive activations in temporal cortices
(Zevin and McCandliss 2005) and are displayed in Table 1
(active task > rest). Deactivations were also observed (Table 1:
rest > active task) with the largest clusters spanning posterior
medial regions (e.g., occipital regions, precuneus, and cuneus)
and anterior medial regions (e.g., middle orbito-frontal areas).
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Such task-independent BOLD decreases in these regions are
typically associated with the default network (reviewed in
Gusnard et al. 2001). The third most prominent cluster of
deactivation included the most anterior portion of FG, a ﬁnding
consistent with reports of modality-speciﬁc BOLD decreases
during demanding auditory tasks (McKiernan et al. 2003).
Task effects: rhyme versus melodic focus conditions. The
rhyme > melodic focus comparison revealed left-lateralized
activations in inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)/sulcus, FG, middle
temporal gyrus (MTG), and inferior temporal sulcus (ITS), as
well as in right superior temporal gyrus (STG)/sulcus (STS) and
right cerebellum (Table 2, Fig. 2). The left IFG cluster
encompassed pars triangularis, pars orbitalis, pars opercularis,
and anterior insula. The left FG cluster fell within the
boundaries of the region commonly referred to as the VWFA
(McCandliss et al. 2003a). The melodic > rhyme focus
condition contrast produced no signiﬁcant activations (even
at a liberal threshold of Fdr-corrected P < 0.1).
ROI Topographic Analyses in Fusiform Regions
As reported above, extensive deactivations (rest > active task;
Fig. 3, Table 1) manifested throughout extrastriate cortex. This
deactivation effect was quantiﬁed separately for each focus
condition in each of the 6 FG ROIs designed to segregate
posterior, mid-, and anterior fusiform regions within each
hemisphere (Table 3).
To examine whether the topographic distribution of the top-
down modulation differed signiﬁcantly across tasks, we
quantiﬁed percent signal change between baseline rest and
Table 1
Active task (rhyme and melodic focus) versus baseline rest contrasts
MNI coordinates Anatomical location Statistical values
Peak voxel Nearest region for this volume
x y z Location Location Distance (mm) N voxels Z voxel PFdr-corr
Active task[ Rest
54 36 6 L MTG L STS 4.00 6049 6.03 0.000*
56 24 4 L STS L MTG 4.00 5.50 0.000*
68 28 6 L MTG L STS 2.00 5.11 0.000*
54 44 6 R MTG R STS 5.66 4544 5.36 0.000*
64 36 8 R STS R MTG 2.00 5.14 0.000*
66 14 8 R STS R MTG 2.00 5.02 0.000*
28 64 32 R Cerebellum: VI R Cerebellum: Crus 1 2.00 967 4.83 0.000*
16 76 32 R Cerebellum: Crus 1 R Cerebellum: Crus 2 2.83 4.16 0.001
8 76 32 R Cerebellum: Crus 1 Vermis 2.00 4.16 0.001
14 24 2 L Thalamus L Hippocampus 10.77 275 4.13 0.001
4 22 4 L Thalamus R Thalamus 6.00 3.92 0.001
14 30 12 L Parahippocampal gyrus L Hippocampus 2.83 61 3.94 0.001
42 38 26 L Supramarginal gyrus L STS 4.00 43 3.82 0.002
8 14 34 R Middle Cingulate gyrus R Anterior Cingulate gyrus 6.00 33 3.81 0.002
62 0 26 L Postcentral gyrus L Precentral gyrus 2.00 97 3.77 0.002
28 64 34 L Cerebellum: Crus 1 L Cerebellum: VI 2.83 48 3.76 0.002
20 6 2 R Pallidum R Putamen 2.00 160 3.61 0.003
Rest[ Active task
14 60 16 R Calcarine fissure R PreCuneus 3.46 9194 5.31 0.000*
10 66 16 L Calcarine fissure L Cuneus 4.47 5.25 0.000*
10 58 14 L PreCuneus L Calcarine fissure 2.83 5.23 0.000*
6 24 18 L Rectus L Medial frontal gyrus: Orbitalis 4.00 8605 5.18 0.000*
2 38 8 R Medial frontal gyrus: Orbitalis R Anterior Cingulate gyrus 2.00 4.99 0.000*
6 54 14 R Medial frontal gyrus: Orbitalis R Rectus gyrus 2.00 4.90 0.000*
30 20 26 L FG L Parahippocampal gyrus 2.83 801 4.49 0.001
24 40 28 L Cerebellum: IV/V L Cerebellum: VI 4.47 4.24 0.001
28 42 18 L FG L Cerebellum: IV/V 4.47 4.20 0.001
Note: Cluster size is based on a voxel-wise threshold of Fdr-corrected P\ 0.01. Local maxima more than 8.0 mm apart reported. *Denotes P\ 0.05 after family-wise error correction. Automatic
anatomical labeling of the peak voxel and the nearest region for the respective volume was based on Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. (2002).
Table 2
Rhyme focus[ melodic focus activations
Anatomical location MNI coordinates Statistical values
Region BA x y z N voxels Z PFdr-corr
Left IFG 47 40 38 10 2503 5.54 0.002
47 42 26 8 5.13 0.004
38 54 22 12 4.71 0.005
Left FG 19 42 64 16 191 3.91 0.016
Left inferior temporal gyrus 37 56 44 16 33 3.89 0.016
Left MTG 21 62 24 4 69 3.51 0.023
Right STS 22 66 16 6 14 3.42 0.027
Cerebellum 18 76 42 45 4.00 0.015
Note: Cluster size is based on a voxel-wise threshold of Fdr-corrected P\ 0.05. Local maxima
more than 8.0 mm apart reported. BA 5 Brodmann Area.
Figure 2. Rhyme focus[melodic focus condition activations. Selectively attending
to speech, relative to selectively attending to melody, leads to increased activity in
left inferior frontal regions, left mid-FG in the vicinity of the VWFA (coronal view on
the right panel, y5 63), as well as clusters in temporal areas. Voxel threshold: Fdr-
corrected P\ 0.05. For a full list of activated regions and statistics, see Table 2.
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each focus condition for every ROI. The resulting deactivation
index (percent signal change) was used as a dependent
measure in an omnibus 2 3 3 3 2 ANOVA with factors
hemisphere (left, right), fusiform region (anterior, mid-,
posterior), and top-down focus condition (rhyme, melodic).
Note that this analysis provides a direct statistical test of
whether deactivation is signiﬁcantly greater in one ROI versus
another based on top-down focus. The omnibus 2 3 3 3 2
ANOVA revealed a 3-way interaction between factors hemi-
sphere, fusiform region, and focus condition (F2,10 = 8.87,
P < 0.01). This interaction reﬂected the observation that
melodic focus was associated with equivalent deactivation
levels in all fusiform regions, whereas rhyme focus showed
a differential pattern of top-down modulation across regions,
characterized by a difference between left mid-fusiform and its
neighboring fusiform regions in the left hemisphere (Fig. 4).
To investigate whether the 3-way interaction was driven by
signiﬁcant tuning effects of the left mid-fusiform ROI relative to
other regions (topographically), we conducted a series of post
hoc analyses testing speciﬁcally whether left fusiform deactiva-
tion in the rhyme focus condition was signiﬁcantly different
across the anterior, mid-, and posterior ROIs, and whether such
topographic effects manifested in the melodic focus condition.
Thus, we performed 1-way ANOVAs (using factor region with 3
levels: anterior, mid-, posterior fusiform ROI) separately for each
hemisphere and for each attention focus condition. No evidence
for a topographic effect was found during the melodic focus in
the left hemisphere (F2,10 = 0.801, P = 0.476), or in right
hemisphere for either condition (rhyme focus: F2,10 = 2.039, P =
0.181; melodic focus: F2,10 = 0.649, P = 0.543). The regional
effect appeared only within the left hemisphere fusiform analysis
during the rhyme focus condition (F2,10 = 7.075, P < 0.05).
Further post hoc t-tests demonstrated that the left mid-fusiform
ROI was signiﬁcantly less deactivated compared to both the
anterior ROI (t11 = 3.427, P < 0.01) and the posterior ROI (t11 =
2.275, P < 0.05). Overall, these ﬁndings suggest the rhyme focus
modulation manifested as a form of topographic tuning, which
was absent in the right hemisphere and the other attention
condition.
Finally, given our a priori interest in the role of selective
attention to phonology in basing mid-fusiform activity leftward
(i.e., favoring the VWFA) we conducted a post hoc laterality
analysis of left and right mid-fusiform activation. This took the
form of a 2 3 2 ANOVA (focus condition: rhyme, melodic focus;
hemisphere: left, right). Results indicated that differential
deactivation based on linguistic focus demands manifested
only in left mid-FG (hemisphere-by-task interaction F1,11 =
7.003, P < 0.05).
Figure 3. Illustration of extensive deactivations in extrastriate regions under rhyme focus (A) and under melodic focus (B). Notably, mid-FG (white arrow, panel A) is only
deactivated when selectively attending to melody and not when selectively attending to speech. Deactivations along the entire anterior--posterior extent of the left FG are present
only under melodic focus (top row). Further, mid-FG is equivalently deactivated in both left and right hemispheres only under melodic focus (bottom row). Rest[ active (rhyme/
melodic) condition. Voxel threshold: Fdr-corrected P\ 0.05 (top: x 5 35, bottom: y 5 58).
Table 3
Statistical comparisons (paired t-tests) of rest[ rhyme focus and rest[ melodic focus for each fusiform ROI
Left hemisphere Right hemisphere
Anterior Mid- Posterior Anterior Mid- Posterior
Rhyme focus t11 5 5.099, P\ 0.0005 t11 5 1.597, P 5 0.139 ns t11 5 2.599, P\ 0.05 t11 5 4.536, P\ 0.001 t11 5 2.236, P\ 0.05 t11 5 2.212, P\ 0.05
Melodic focus t11 5 6.467, P\ 0.00005 t11 5 5.040, P\ 0.0005 t11 5 2.840, P\ 0.05 t11 5 4.112, P\ 0.005 t11 5 2.913, P\ 0.05 t11 5 2.270, P\ 0.05
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Discussion
This study demonstrates that selective auditory attention to
phonological versus melodic aspects of complex sounds drives
patterns of differential blood oxygenation level--dependent
(BOLD) activity in left mid-FG, left inferior frontal and bilateral
temporal regions. Notably, the effect is observed under 2
conditions of identical bottom-up stimulation with active
listening demands leading to equivalent behavioral perfor-
mance. In light of the experimental design, which manipulated
only processing goals such that attention was focused on
linguistic versus melodic analysis, we interpret the present
ﬁndings as reﬂecting the impact of top-down attention to
language on cortical responses to speech sounds.
The interplay of top-down and bottom-up attentional pro-
cesses can be considered with respect to the key brain regions
involved: the prefrontal cortex, which represents goals and the
means to achieve them, as it exerts top-down control (Posner
and Petersen 1990; Miller and Cohen 2001) typically over
perceptual areas, which exhibit response sensitivity to bottom-
up stimulus properties. Recent investigations of language
processing have successfully employed this construct. For
instance, selectively attending to phonological versus ortho-
graphic aspects of written words has been shown to enhance
the modulatory inﬂuence of IFG over task-speciﬁc areas, in line
with the notion that prefrontal cortex sets the cognitive
context relevant to particular processing goals through top-
down projections to regions selective for carrying out the
respective task demands (Bitan et al. 2005).
Numerous neuroimaging ﬁndings have associated different
aspects of language processing with activations in particular
cortical regions. Below we consider the proﬁle of the
attentional effect in the clusters that were differentially
activated under rhyme versus melodic focus in the context of
their functional involvement in processing linguistic content.
Frontal Areas
The left-lateralized linguistic focus effect in IFG is consistent
with the routinely reported engagement of inferior frontal
areas in language tasks (Demonet et al. 2005; Vigneau et al.
2006). The increased left IFG activation during rhyming relative
to a control task (Paulesu et al. 1993; Booth et al. 2002) might
be linked to speech stream segmentation into phonemes or
syllables (Burton et al. 2000; Sanders et al. 2002). In addition to
phonological processes, rhyming could also involve retrieval of
semantic representations, as implied by the extent of the
present linguistic IFG effect spanning across functionally
heterogeneous ventral and dorsal IFG regions (Poldrack et al.
1999). In the framework of theories supporting motor system
participation in speech recognition (Guenther and Perkell
2004; Skipper et al. 2005; Galantucci et al. 2006) engagement of
left premotor and left opercular IFG areas during rhyming
could reﬂect activation of motor representation for auditory
words. The observed linguistic effect also ﬁts with the
proposed role of left premotor regions in subserving phono-
logical short-term memory, which may be relevant during
rhyming (Hickok and Poeppel 2007). Another account of the
left IFG modulation, related to, but not speciﬁc to linguistic
processing, is that rather than engaging perceptual representa-
tions per se, the 2 tasks differentially engage their associated
action (or articulatory) codes. An individual’s prior motor
experience with the stimulus was not explicitly controlled for,
leaving open the possibility that regions activated by previously
formed action--sound representations (i.e., articulatory speech
codes versus potentially absent action codes for the tones;
Lahav et al. 2007) might have also contributed to the present
left IFG task modulation.
Temporal Cortex
Across both active listening contexts, processing of the
complex auditory stimuli elicited robust, extensive activations
in lateral temporal cortices, in line with the central role of
temporal cortex in sound analysis and speech perception
(Zatorre et al. 2004; Demonet et al. 2005). Such activation
patterns, independent of processing goals, were expected
given the sensitivity of temporal regions to speech-like sounds
in the absence of explicit focus on speech (Zevin and
McCandliss 2005), and even awareness or consciousness (Davis
et al. 2007). Responses in temporal cortex that were speciﬁc to
the linguistic attentional focus, on the other hand, were
restricted to 3 relatively small clusters located in left ITS, left
MTG, and right STG/STS. Relevant to rhyming, mid-posterior
STS areas might have been recruited as part of a network
involved in phonological-level processing and representation,
whereas left ITS might have been activated in its posited
capacity of a lexical interface linking phonological and
semantic information (Hickok and Poeppel 2007).
Evidence that selective auditory attention to language
modulated speciﬁc regions in temporal cortex was not very
robust. Two types of factors could have contributed to this end:
the saturation of the BOLD response and the complex nature of
the attentional effects. The acoustically challenging scanning
environment along with the active listening demands could
Figure 4. Deactivation patterns in ROIs in FG under rhyme and under melodic focus. Percent signal change for rhyme focus[ rest and melodic focus[ rest in the mid-FG/VWFA
(35, 58, 15; L Mid), surrounding anterior (31, 42, 18; L Ant) and posterior (30, 75, 14; L Post) fusiform ROIs, and homologues in the right hemisphere:
(34, 41, 18; R Ant), (33, 58, 14; R Mid), and (30, 75, 12; R Post), respectively. Selective attention to speech modulates activity in fusiform regions in a topographic
fashion, such that VWFA exhibits a peak activity relative to surrounding regions in the left hemisphere. Such attentional topographic effects are not present in the right
hemisphere. Anatomical ROI locations (diagram showing locations in middle panel) were chosen based on Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. (2002).
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have produced a ceiling effect in the BOLD measure, thus
reducing ﬁne-grained distinctions in the responses of auditory
regions. Electrophysiological studies of the human auditory
cortex have revealed that selective auditory attention to
concurrent sounds operates through the interplay of facilita-
tion of goal-relevant sound aspects and inhibition of irrelevant
ones (Bidet-Caulet et al. 2007). The likely involvement of
such opposing attentional inﬂuences (also given the current
challenging perceptual demands; Lavie 2005) might have
prevented better resolution of the linguistic effect in auditory
regions. Overall, temporal areas exhibited robust activations
in both active listening conditions, and modulations, albeit
modest, by linguistic processing goals, in line with the notion
that responses in language-sensitive perceptual areas are sub-
ject to tuning by attentional mechanisms.
Extrastriate Regions and FG
Interestingly responses in extrastriate regions during both active
listening conditions were generally characterized by a decrease
in BOLD signal relative to ﬁxation baseline. Consideration of
deactivations can be differentiated into: 1) those potentially
related to a default network (Raichle et al. 2001), which should
co-localizewith a broad number of rest > task activation patterns
reported in the literature; 2) those related to sensory suppres-
sion, which during a challenging auditory task should largely
manifest in visual regions not typically involved in the default
network; and 3) those that speciﬁcally differ across the 2
auditory attention tasks, which we have isolated to left mid-FG.
The functional signiﬁcance of a BOLD decrease can also be
regarded in light of this 3-fold categorization. Default network
deactivations are typically proposed to reﬂect relative increases
in complementary processes most active after completing
a challenging active task (Gusnard et al. 2001). Indeed, the
magnitude of deactivation in the default network has been
shown to co-vary with the degree of task difﬁculty as assessed
by auditory stimulus discriminability, stimulus rate presenta-
tion, and short-term memory load (McKiernan et al. 2003). In
the context of these ﬁndings, our results of equivalent
deactivation levels in default network regions across the 2
attention focus conditions is at least consistent with the
behavioral metrics indicative of equated task difﬁculty. Task-
dependent sensory deactivations that fall beyond the extent of
the default network (such as our extrastriate BOLD decrease)
have been more directly linked to the degree of processing
from competing sensory modalities (Kawashima et al. 1995;
Laurienti et al. 2002), and could reﬂect inhibition of the
deactivated regions (Shmuel et al. 2006). In this sense, the
overall deactivation of extrastriate visual cortex when attention
is directed to auditory signals requiring demanding judgments
and the lack of differential deactivation in the default network
during equally challenging tasks are not surprising. What is
remarkable in the present study is the emergence of a distinct,
third type of phenomenon: the regionally speciﬁc pattern
driven by attentional focus to phonological information that
selectively spares left mid-FG from the extensive deactivation
present under the equally difﬁcult melodic attentional focus.
This ﬁnding suggests that cross-modal attentional mechanisms
may be sensitive to the linguistic nature of the processing goals.
The current fMRI results indicate that selective auditory
attention to speech does not merely inﬂuence the degree of
extrastriate deactivation, but rather impacts the topographic
distribution of this deactivation, reﬂecting a form of top-down
attentional topographic ‘‘tuning’’ of extrastriate activity in the
service of processing different categories of information (i.e.,
phonological analysis of speech versus melodic analysis of
tones). This topographic manifestation during selective atten-
tion to rhyming information is consistent with a distributed
representational model of category selectivity within the
ventral occipito-temporal cortex (Haxby et al. 2001) on
a coarse, voxel-level scale (Haxby 2006). Top-down processes
have been shown to modulate responses in distinct areas of
extrastriate cortex pertinent to perception of particular visual
stimulus features or visual categories (Chawla et al. 1999;
O’Craven et al. 1999; Flowers et al. 2004). The present ﬁndings
expand this notion to suggest an important role for top-down
attention in driving topographic effects related to representa-
tions of different object categories (Haxby et al. 2001). The
need for top-down attentional selection due to the competition
between multiple stimulus dimensions (for discussion, see
Desimone and Duncan 1995) and the lack of relevant visual
information in our experiment have likely emphasized the
tuning effect of top-down linguistic focus. Attentional factors
might have been present, but not highlighted, in paradigms
where participants were not explicitly focused on the relevant
attribute for categorization, for example, passive fMRI adapta-
tion techniques (Grill-Spector and Malach 2001).
But why does attention to speech content speciﬁcally
produce a topographic tuning of left FG that favors recruitment
of the mid-fusiform area, relative to anterior and posterior
regions? The effect of selective auditory attention to speech
falls in the vicinity of the VWFA, a region frequently engaged in
reading (McCandliss et al. 2003a) and spelling tasks (Booth
et al. 2002). Converging lines of evidence from studies with
literate adults (Dehaene et al. 2004; Binder et al. 2006), lesion
patients (Cohen et al. 2003), and developmental populations
across ﬂuency accruement (Shaywitz et al. 2002) have
established that activity in the VWFA and neighboring regions
functionally contributes to skilled reading. Notably, the present
attentional effect in the left mid-FG occurred in the absence of
visual stimulation, under identical auditory stimulation, and
equated task difﬁculty. Thus, the topographic tuning of FG
activity by attentional focus on speech could reﬂect activation
of orthographic codes during demanding rhyming judgments.
This interpretation is in line with the proposed involvement of
this region in the integration of orthographic and phonological
codes in proﬁcient readers (Schlaggar and McCandliss 2007).
Further research is necessary to demonstrate computational
overlap between the current effects and those related to visual
word form reading (for discussion, see Poldrack 2006).
Additionally, given the temporal limitations of fMRI, it is
difﬁcult to assess how the reported selective attention effects
relate to initial stimulus encoding, comparison, response
execution, or post-comparison evaluation processes. To ad-
dress this issue, we studied the same paradigm through the
excellent temporal resolution of electroencephalography.
Selective attention to speech showed an impact on event-
related potentials during the perception of both the ﬁrst and
second words of the pair, indicating that top-down focus
modulates early perceptual encoding (Yoncheva et al. 2008).
In a broader context, orthographic inﬂuences on spoken
word perception have been reported across a gamut of
linguistic processing goals (e.g., from phoneme and syllable
monitoring to lexical decision; for discussion, see Ziegler et al.
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2003). It is also plausible that—in the challenging acoustic
context of the current paradigm—word recognition processes
utilize all relevant information, thus recruiting associated
orthographic representations. This takes place even though
spelling is neither explicitly required nor necessarily beneﬁcial
for performing a rhyme judgment. Hence, the present effect,
which is unlikely to be restricted to speciﬁc rhyming demands,
potentially reﬂects a more general phenomenon when attend-
ing to linguistic content. Findings that selective auditory
attention to speech sounds in dyslexic adults produces patterns
of deactivation in occipital areas that differ signiﬁcantly from
these observed in normal readers (Dufor et al. 2007) are also in
agreement with such a conceptualization.
In sum, the current investigation demonstrates how top-
down attentional focus on language impacts fMRI-BOLD
responses when processing spoken words. Selective auditory
attention to speech content modulates activity in VWFA,
potentially indicating the integration of phonological and
orthographic processes in the absence of visual word
stimulation. Furthermore, the linguistic attentional effect in
extrastriate cortex manifests as topographically speciﬁc pat-
terns of deactivation, which might constitute a mechanism for
top-down systems to bias posterior perceptual networks.
Broader Implications
This approach to isolating the impact of top-down selective
auditory attention to phonological information may prove
valuable for future investigations into how attention to
phonology inﬂuences reading acquisition and the rise of
functional specialization of the VWFA. For instance, it is likely
that individual differences in the ability to attend to phonolog-
ical information associated with word spellings contribute to
developmental reading disabilities (for review, see Schlaggar
and McCandliss 2007). Recent developmental studies in fact
have demonstrated that tasks involving phonological analysis of
auditory words tend to activate VWFA increasingly across
development and literacy skill acquisition (Booth et al. 2007;
Cone et al. 2008). Future research isolating the role of selective
attention to phonology may prove critical in demonstrating
the importance of such attentional mechanisms in the de-
velopment of functional specialization of the VWFA. As such,
experimental training studies that manipulate the degree to
which learners selectively attend to phonological and ortho-
graphic information reveal that this form of selective attention
may be a key modulator of both functional reorganization of
VWFA responses and success in reading acquisition (e.g.,
McCandliss et al. 2003b; Yoncheva et al. forthcoming). Thus,
an understanding of the speciﬁc impact of selective attention to
phonological information may prove critical to illuminating the
neural mechanisms at play in the process of acquiring literacy.
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